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VP Candidates and Voting Information
Hey Lister! As you know, the elections for the LHSA is going on. Below are the candidates for each
position, as well as voting information. Keep your eyes peeled for their campaign material and the
lighthouse coverage of the election.
2019 LHSA Vice Presidential Candidates
Vice President (Schaffer Hall)
Aaron Fox
Vice President (Chalifoux Hall)
Will Maciejowski
Vice President (Kelsey Hall)
Zachary Bruce
Vice President (Henday Hall)
Jessica Haight
Simon Kreiser
Vice President (Internal)
Omar Amin
Xiaoxuan Yang (Betty)
Vice President (Public Relations and Operations)
Yohan Madhani
Vice President (Finance and Administration)
William Kane
Utkarsh Singhal
Harshaan Singh Babra

Vice President (Student Life)
Hayley Siemens
The 2019 LHSA vice-presidential campaign period will begin at 8:30 on Tuesday, March 12th and
end at 17:00 on Thursday, March 21st. Voting for candidates will occur between midnight on
Friday, March 22nd and 11:59 of the same day. The 2019 elections team wishes the best of luck
to all vice-presidential candidates!
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How to do St. Paddy’s like a PRO
Tina Tai
March 17th. Everyone’s favorite holiday. Binge drinking, green glitter, and leprechauns throwing
around gold coins: what could be better?? Unless...that’s not everyone’s idea of a fun time?
If you’re not a fan of bar hopping and wearing a monochrome outfit of green on St. Patrick’s Day,

here are some other ways you can show your festive spirit in the name of the holiday!
1. Get a box of Lucky Charms cereal. Separate the dried marshmallows from the actual cereal
and just shove handfuls of these so-called marshmallows in your face while watching “The Umbrella Academy”. 6/10 probably a good time, might give you a sugar rush/
2. Not into cereal? Opt for some chocolate coins instead. Throw it at your friends. 9/10 a fantastic time, because you get to see your friends smile from getting chocolate coins, but one or two
might get mad at you for throwing things at them.
3. Plant some succulents. They’re green. Nurture your love for plants by taking care of your own
little terrarium and by following @thelistergreenhouse on Instagram! 8/10 will make you feel
good to take care of something; the only downside is that you can still kill succulents, contrary to
popular opinion (Am I speaking from experience?? You’ll never know!)

All jokes aside, if you do plan on going out with some friends and partake in the consumption of alcohol in the spirit of St. Paddy’s, please remember to stay safe! Drink responsibly and keep an eye
out for your friends. It may be all fun and games in the moment, but when you’re puking up bright
green at 3 AM the entire night probably seems less fun. Anyway, enjoy yourselves, and just remember the phrase “only if you want to and at your own pace” ;)
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Allstar Recap
Alexis Jones
AllStars. It’s an annual dodgeball tournament where all towers (Schaffer, Chalifoux, Henday, Kelsey) compete against each other...RIP Mackenzie. The teams are decided by the liaisons in a four
hour meeting after they have done weeks of scouting for their tower.
Tuesday
Schaffer (3) vs Henday (2)
The first game was classic and was won by Schaffer. The next game was doctor and Henday killed
Schaffer’s doctor, and resulted in Henday standing with a full team at the end, making the game 1-1.
Next was classic where Schaffer won again, and the game afterwards was doctor where Schaffer
killed Henday’s doctor. This gave Schaffer the win over Henday but there was still one game left to
play which was classic: it was a very close game but Henday came out with the win.
Chalifoux (3) vs Kelsey (2)
The first game was classic, which Kelsey won. The next game was doctor and ended in a tie so it had
to be decided by a 1 v 1 which Chalifoux won. The third game was classic and Kelsey won again, and
the fourth game was doctor which Chalifoux won. The fifth and deciding game was classic and was
won by Chalifoux.
Wednesday
Schaffer (4) vs Kelsey (1)
Kelsey had a strong start and won the first classic game. In the next game, Schaffer killed the Kelsey
doctor near the end of the game, securing the win. The third game was classic which Schaffer dominated Kelsey in. The fourth game was doctor, where Schaffer killed Kelsey’s doctor with a backboard
kill. The last game was classic; it was very close but Schaffer came out with the win.
Henday (3) vs Chalifoux (2)
The first game was doctor which Henday won as Chalifoux had a graveyard. The second game was
classic, in which Chalifoux dominated Henday. The third game was doctor, and Henday won by three
people. The fourth game was classic and it was very close as Henday only won by one player. The
game after was doctor, where Chalifoux killed Henday’s doctor near the middle of the game, but
Henday killed the Chalifoux doctor later on in the game. It seems that Henday didn’t kill Chalifoux’s
doctor early enough, making Chalifoux the winner of this doctor game.
Thursday
Schaffer (3) vs Chalifoux (2)
The first game was classic, where Schaffer dominated. The next game was doctor which was super
close and Chalifoux won the game. The third game was classic was much closer as it had to be decided by a 1 v 1 which Schaffer ended up winning. After this was a doctor game where the Chalifoux doctor died early on, meaning Schaffer was the winner of this game. The last game was classic where
Chalifoux dominated Schaffer.
Kelsey (4) vs Henday (1)
The first game was doctor where Kelsey killed Henday’s doctor and won the first game. The second
game was a tied classic game and had to be decided by a 1 v 1, which Kelsey won. The third game,
doctor, Henday won by a couple people. The next game was classic where Kelsey quickly killed
Henday shaggers which lead them to win that game. The next game was doctor where Kelsey killed
Hendays doctor early and Kelsey won that game.
Round Robin Results
1. Schaffer
2. Chalifoux
3. Kelsey
4. Henday
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Semi-Finals
Schaffer (3) vs Henday (0)
The first game was classic, where Schaffer had a strong start and killed all of Henday before the
buzzer. The next game was doctor where Schaffer killed Henday’s doctor with 4 minutes left. The
last game was classic and Schaffer came out with the win, but Henday put up a fight as it was very
close, and only lost by a couple people.
Chalifoux (3) vs Kelsey (1)
The first game was classic where Chalifoux came out with a victory having multiple players left alive
and Kelsey only having one. The next game was doctor where Chalifoux killed Kelsey’s doctor near
the end of the game, but there was still plenty of time for Chalifoux to get tons of kills. The next
game is classic which was very close as Kelsey won by one player. The following game was doctor
where Chalifoux won by one person.
Consolation Finals
Henday (3) vs Kelsey (1)
Henday came out strong and dominated in the first classic game over Kelsey. The next game was
doctor where Henday killed Kelsey’s doctor early on. The next game was classic where Kelsey dominated Henday. The next game was doctor where Henday killed the Kelsey doctor late in the game;
despite it being a late game kill, it was enough to give Henday the win and secure their overall third
place.
Finals
Schaffer (3) vs Chalifoux (1)
The first game was classic and it was a close game. There was about a minute left with two throwers
on each side but Schaffer dug deep and killed the two Chalifoux players with about 20 seconds left to
go and won the first classic. The next game was doctor and Schaffer’s doctor died in about the last
30 seconds, giving Chalifoux the win. Schaffer then dominated the next classic game. The last game
was doctor which Schaffer won, making Schaffer the 2019 Allstar Champions.
Final Standings
1. Schaffer
2. Chalifoux
3. Henday
4. Kelsey
Awards
Female Most Valuable Player - Sandra Varghese (Kelsey)
Male Most Valuable Player - Darin Fodor (Schaffer)
Allstar Sportsperson - Connor McCallister (Henday)
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Elections are coming
Will Maciejowski
March is well underway and midterm season is coming to a close, and sometimes you just need to
take a break and curl up with your Netflix-watching device. Additionally, the stress of finals is looming, so here are some Netflix recommendations to ease up the rest of your month and to carry you
into the final leg of the semester.

GET SMART (2008)

GET SMART follows the journey of Maxwell Smart (Steve Carell), a control analyst turned field agent. He and his partner (Anne Hathaway) attempt to foil a nuclear plot and an attempted assassination on the American President. As you probably guessed from the cast, get ready for a good
laugh. If you are in the mood to chill out and be entertained by something
not too deep, but still action packed, GET SMART is the way to go.

THE LINCOLN LAWYER (2011)

The Lincoln Lawyer is based on Michael Connelly's 2005 novel. It follows
the story of Mickey Haller (Matthew McConaughey) who is driven
around in his trademark Lincoln. He defends a few questionable clients
and gets wrapped up in a case that makes him second guess one of his
past cases. There are plot twists and turns that will keep you captivated
throughout the movie. If you are in the mood for a crime thriller, give The
Lincoln Lawyer a shot.
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THE DARK KNIGHT RISES (2012)

Finally, we have Christian Bale’s last Batman movie, The Dark Knight
Rises. The villain, Bane (Tom Hardy), ends up forcing Batman out of
hiding for another epic superhero showdown. If you are in the mood
for an action packed movie, a DC fan, or just like Anne Hathaway
(Catwoman), The Dark Knight Rises should be on your list of potential March Netflix escapes.
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